"Do you hear that whistling... coming from the Diamond Mine of the Seven Dwarfs?"

WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK
From Walt Disney's "SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS"
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When the work begins to pile up, And your temper starts to rile up,

mp

C Ebdim Dm7 G7 C Gdim Dm7 G7

That's the time a fellow needs a song.
Doctor, Banker, Butcher, Baker, You can be a merry maker,

If you'll keep on singing all day long,

If you're hanging in suspense from eight 'til five,

And you want to keep the sense of humor alive.
CHORUS

Just WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK (Whistle) Put

on that grin and start right in, To whistle loud and long. Just

hum a merry tune.  (Hum) Just

do your best, Then take a rest, And sing yourself a song. When
there's too much to do, Don't let it bother you, For-

get your trouble, Try to be just like the cheerful chick-a-dee, And

WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK. (Whistle) Come

on, get smart, Tune up and start, To WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK, Just WORK.